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Driven by a passion to develop our customers,  
SuperOffice has become one of Europes leading  
providers of CRM solutions.

Do you want help to increase your sales, customer loyalty 
and profitability?

Let’s begin a journey together. With Caesar CRM you get new 
ways to achieve your business goals.  
We can show you how.
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News in  
Caesar CRM 2021 R1
Below is a collection of some of all the news in Caesar CRM 2021 R1:

• Create an activity board - Ensure that salesmen perform the right activities at the right time. With 
a board that is comprehensive and easy to work with, your salesmen will get an efficient user 
interface for performing their “to do”-activities.

• Get an overview using a contract board - Renew your contracts in good time to prevent 
competitors from getting there first. With a contract board you get a nice overview of contracts that 
are about to expire and when they need to be renegotiated.

• Easy to import information - When sales persons are presented with relevant information about 
their customers, it is easy to secure efficient workflows and to make the right priorities. 
The import functionality supports the most common file formats. This makes it quick and simple to 
include customer data from external systems.

• Straightforward interaction between sales and service - Facilitate cooperation and transparency 
between sales and service departments. With an improved integration between Caesar CRM and 
SuperOffice Service Online, each department can work in their own specialized tools and still share 
all important customer information.

• Let the system send e-mails to assist users and secure your workflow - Get a message to 
remind you of upcoming activities. The notification functionality lets you create reminders, schedule 
alerts and share information about what is going on and what tasks you are supposed to perform.
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You can decide whether to display a simplified board with 
less information or to show more details. Using just a 
click you can toggle between a clear overview and a view 
containing e.g., notes, all in the same report.

The board displays the code color in the header for each 
column. The number of records is displayed and you can 
also choose to see the sum of all records.

Sales boad, Activity board
What do you want to put on your board?

Display a report in a board 
view and use drag-and-
drop
You can create a board for e.g., sales or activities to get a 
new way of visualizing and managing your workflow. Each 
record in the report is represented by a tile that you can 
move between columns using drag-and-drop. You can for 
example move an opportunity to the next phase or update 
the start date for an activity.

Activity board

A To-do-list can also be displayed as a 
board where you can get a clear view 

of what to do today, tomorrow etc. 

To move an activity, you just drag it to 
another column.

Sales board

Examples of when to display 
a report as a board could 
be a pipeline with open 
opportunities, projects, 

or assignment in different 
phases.
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Start an action by clicking 
on a button
Caesar CRM helps you to simplify processes. Below are 
some examples of things that can be managed using an 
action:

• Create a follow-up activity in two weeks

• Open a dialog showing fields that have to be filled in 
before you can move an opportunity or a project to the 
next phase or step.

• Set an activity as done, without leaving the list

As simple as pressing a button

An interesting new feature is that you can add buttons allowing the user to start an action or an event 
using a click. The action can act on all information and create or update records.

You can also help users to notice good business opportunities by allowing to system to send 
automatic e-mail notifications to make the user aware of important things happening and when there 
is something to act on.

Actions in reports

Actions added to a report are located 
on the left-hand side for easy access. 
You can set what actions to display in 
the list per report and also decide what 
actions to display when the report is in 
board-view.

Behind the button lies the whole automation functionality 
in Caesar CRM. This enables you to use all available data 
to support the users and create simple and comprehensive 
workflows.

The buttons can be placed in the following locations:

• In dialogs - e.g. activities, opportunities, customers, 
contacts, including in Caesar Mobile CRM.

• In reports (from list, grouped list, drill-down in charts, 
calendar, map, and board)

Actions in dialogs

Actions added to a dialog are located 
at the top together with other buttons.

You can decide in which dialog the 
action will be displayed.
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Control notification frequency
You can configure some types of reminders to be sent 
several times but not too often. One example could be 
that you want a notification two months before a specific 
agreement expires so that you can call the customer and 
schedule a meeting. Notifications are sent automatically 
every day for all agreement that are about to expire to which 
no phone call activity is connected. You can set that a user 
only will receive a reminder for the same agreement once, 
but you can also set that a new reminder should be sent 
every other day or once a week. 

Notifications on your language
Notifications consider language and regional settings for 
each user.

Set as important
You can tag the e-mail with different importance degrees 
such as Normal, High or Low.

An action can be triggered in several ways
There are several ways to initiate a notification. You can click 
on a button (action in a dialog or report), a business rule can 
catch a change, and you can schedule a servicejob to find 
who should be notified.

Opt-out for notifications
How many notifications you wish to receive differs from 
person to person. Some types of notifications may be of 
high importance and must always be sent to users. Other 
are designed to help users but are not always necessary for 
them to see. You can therefore, per type of notification, set if 
users are allowed to unsubscribe. 

E-mail notifications

Let Caesar CRM send a 
notification when some-
thing important happens
Do you want to get a reminder when something happens 
or when there is information that you need to look at? After 
setting up desired rules in Caesar CRM, the system will 
automatically send an e-mail with information and a link. It 
could be a project you are involved in that requires attention, 
that a new lead has arrived or that a contact will be deleted 
based on GDPR if you do not act.

It also gives you a great possibility to help people with 
mixed tasks that do not use Caesar CRM all the time. The 
notification can provide a link directly to an opportunity, 
project or contact in Caesar CRM, or point to a portal 
containing reports.

Decide when the notification should be sent
Notifications can be sent instantly when something is created 
or changed. They can also run as scheduled jobs, executed 
every Friday or once a month. 

Decide to whom notifications will be sent
You can control who should receive a notification. Some 
notifications may be sent to a specific person or role. Other 
may be based on something happening involving customers 
or opportunities you are responsible for. 

Users can opt-out on notifications, based on their needs and 
preferences.

Notifications are sent as an email with information 
and a link to Caesar CRM.
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You can connect Caesar CRM to SuperOffice Service in the cloud. This enables simple maintenance and 
automatic updates.

Workflows are improved allowing you to design how to move between phases, report functionality 
has received a touch-up and maps have been implemented in Caesar Mobile CRM.

Improved user interface
Decide what happens when you move between 
phases
The support for work processes has been enhanced. You 
can control how to display phases and the phases it should 
be possible to move between. 

In addition to controlling what to display in each phase, you 
can also control what happens and the information required 
when moving from one phase to another. 

Some fields might be required to change phase, but are not 
needed in the next phase. 

Do not delete anything by mistake
We have all done it. Clicked OK a bit too fast and removed 
something we did not want removed. More improvements 
have therefore been made to minimize the risk of removing 
things that are needed or in use.

The design in Caesar Admin has been changed in several 
functions (Organization, Information views, Sales items, and 
Service job). The button for “Delete” is only displayed in the 
information tab, not when you are changing details. This 
prevents removing e.g., an entire service job when you only 
wanted to remove a step.

In some cases, it is not enough to just click “Delete” when 
removing things, you also have to enter the name of the item 
you want to remove.

Control colors in charts
You can let the information in a report control the color used 
in the chart. You set the color on the code, which makes it 
possible to get the same color in all reports showing that 
code.

Show values as percent
Numeric fields can be formatted to display as percent 
in dialogs for example on the customer card or in an 
opportunity.

Integration with  
SuperOffice Service online
It is possible to connect Caesar CRM 2021 directly to 
SuperOffice Service in the cloud.

We use SuperOffice API when synchronizing customer, 
individuals, and contacts and when showing lists of support 
cases. You can click a case to view it in a pop-up dialog.

Making it easier to work in Caesar CRM

The entire workflow is displayed, but you cannot move directly 
from phase 2 to phase 4.

Example: If you move to the phase “Rejection” a dialog is 
displayed containing the fields you should fill in.

Grafen använder färgen som används för aktuell fas.
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Caesar Mobile CRM
Maps show where your customers are
Mobile lists can be viewed as a map. With a list that for 
example shows all your customers within a 50 km radius, 
these customers can be displayed on a map.

Grouping of customers
If several customers are clustered together very tightly on 
the map, they will be grouped. Click on the group (icon with a 
number) to view all customers included.

Phase transitions, Service Online, maps in 
Caesar Mobile CRM

Reports
Sorting reports in Saint
There is often a lot of reports in the report library in Saint. 
You can now sort the reports in each workspace in a way 
that fit your needs. 

Quicker viewing of reports
You can speed up viewing of reports in Saint designer using 
the setting not to show number of executions. 

Enhanced logging of reports
New settings and extended logging possibilities are 
implemented. You can set if every execution should be 
logged, per report. You can turn off logging of reports that 
you know are very frequently used, for example in portals 
often viewed by users.

If logging is activated, report executions are displayed in a 
separate history tab. You can see when it was run and by 
whom. You can also see the time it took to run the report, 
how many records that were processed and the type of 
report view that was used. From the history tab you can 
export and clear the log.

Improved support for OR criteria
It has become easier to create selections that use OR. It is 
also possible to choose filtering on OR-parameters when you 
run a report.

Find the right location on the map
There are several new ways of deciding what the central 
base should be when viewing records on a map. You can 
use Current user, Current territory or you can set a position.

Redraw the map
You can use a position on the map as base, for example a 
customer you just visited, and select to set that position as 
the center of the map and then view nearby locations.

Use Goal and Selection categories
You can add codes to tag goals and selections with a 
category.

Export goals
You can export Target and Actual to Excel.

Klicka på kart-ikonen för att visa listan med  
kunder på en karta.

A cluster of companies are displayed as a circle with 
a number. Click on it to open the group.
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Automation in Caesar CRM has been reinforced. Every little part count and together these new 
features make a great difference.

An example: A lead has arrived and nobody happens to be looking at the leads list. A service job 
is running in the background checking the list and if no salesman picks the lead within one hour a 
notification is automatically sent to the sales manager with a link directly to the lead. The manager 
can then allocate it to the correct salesman. The person now set as responsible for the lead 
immediately gets a message with information that a new business lead exists that needs attention. 

Filtering on time
Use time for calculations and filtering
In a time when expectations on quick and efficient processes 
increase, the needs also grow for systems to automatically 
help in locating possible problems, visualizing them and 
distribute or escalate on demand.

Now reports and business rules can identify and act not only 
on days as parameters but also on minutes. For example, if a 
Lead or Support case is not picked by anyone in 90 minutes, 
you can raise the priority or send a notification to the person 
responsible who then can take appropriate action.

Dokumentmallar
Spara dokument som PDF
Du kan välja att en dokumentmall alltid skapar ett PDF-
dokument. Dokumentet skapas på servern och kräver inte 
ActiveX och Internet Explorer för att fungera.

Intressekoder
Välj en grupp intressekoder på en gång
Om ni har många intressekoder och det är vanligt att 
användarna ska lägga till en hel grupp av intressekoder 
på en gång, går det nu att göra genom att kryssa för en 
intressekodsgrupp, istället för att behöva välja varje kod 
individuellt.

Business rules
Set business rule category
It is possible to set a category for a business rule and to only 
show one category at the time.

Convert text without using a service job
If you want use SQL Server Full-text index on text fields 
you need to remove all formatting. You can now copy 
formatted text from a notebook to a text field as unformatted 
text directly in the business rule. Previously this was only 
possible using a service job.

Service jobs
Export to CSV-files from a service job
To facilitate integrations, support for exporting CSV-files from 
service jobs has been added. This can be done by using 
“Send to file” or “Send to Web API”. You can choose whether 
the file should have headers and also set delimiters and 
encoding.

The support for JSON-, Excel-and text files creates great 
possibilities for integrating with other systems.

Small changes that make a big difference

You can easily create a parameter that helps you find all 
recent issues that have not been addressed.
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It is now possible to limit the number of records displayed in 
a system report, and that way you can limit the number of 
records which are updated in one batch.

Replace or mask text
You can use calculated columns in a system report to 
replace text. You could for example use this to "tidy up" 
information you import from another system, or to anonymize 
personal data.

Logging
Settings for clearing the system log
To improve performance and make it easier to remove 
redundant logging, new settings have been implemented 
where you can specify what to save and what to remove 
from the system log.

• The settings are divided into four parts: Transactions 
(Created, Modified, Deleted), User access, Report 
execution and Import. Logging for each part can be 
individual switched on or off and you can clear old log 
entries depending on number of months.

• You can set when to clear the log.

• Removal of log records is made using a specific number 
of records at the time to speed up processing and to make 
sure other jobs are not impacted and that performance is 
remains unaffected.

• You can see how many records of each type that exist in 
the log. There may be millions of records in the system 
log, so to avoid increasing system load you must make an 
active choice to display the number of records. 

• Setting for clearing system job history are located 
separately under the “System jobs”.

Limit logging for specific fields
At field level, you can set only to log that a field has been 
changed and not to write the original value and new value. 
This is useful for fields that contain images or large notes.

Easer to determine from the system log that 
something has not been run
There is a new column in the system log called “Failed run”. 
This makes it easy to see when something went wrong. It is 
also possible to sort on this column.

Automation and logging

Move one step in service job
A service job can contain many steps, and now it is possible 
to export a specific step and import that step into another 
service job. Changing only a single step in a service 
job facilitates roll out and minimizes risks when moving 
customizations into the production environment.

Start a service job at a specific step
Service jobs often contain advanced chains of import and 
processing of information. It is not uncommon that one step 
depends on previous steps or that another service job has 
already run successfully. If something stops in the middle 
of the chain it is sometimes not possible to start from the 
beginning of the service job.

It is now possible to start a service job from a specific step, 
which gives you full control over what steps need to be rerun.

Set ID for filter in system report
It is possible to copy ID from one filter in e.g., a test 
environment and copy that ID to the filter in e.g., a production 
environment. This facilitates roll out and ensures that the 
dependency between a service job and a system reports 
remains intact.

Add to campaign part from report
From a service job you can now decide if target group 
members should be added to a specific Campaign part, or 
if you should use the campaign part in a system report. This 
gives new flexibility when filling target groups.

Enhanced logging when a service job run
You can specify a source for each service job. The source 
is included when writing to the system log at service job 
runtime. The source could for example be “Daily update from 
ERP”.

It is also possible to refrain from logging altogether by 
settings not to log transactions for a service job.

Run service job with a limited number of records
If a service job updates many records it can have an effect 
on performance for users, and if it is a lot of changes it might 
even give a timeout or lock parts of the database when the 
job is run, blocking the access to that data for other users.
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Data driven CRM is based on the concept that the system should automatically react on data so that 
processes can be automated and make users more efficient. To find new business opportunities and 
to use them to the maximum. A prerequisite is that there is good and valid data to work with.

The import functionality in Caesar CRM has been extended to make it easier to retrieve information 
from other sources and systems.

Import
Import from CSV-files
To facilitate integration we have added support for importing 
text and CSV-files. When you import, you can also select 
delimiters and encoding.

Map columns automatically
Using only a single click you can ask the system to try to 
map a column in the input file to the corresponding column 
in the database. The import functionality uses the column 
headings in the import file to find correct column.

Export import result
When running an import, the last step displays a summary of 
the number of records that have been imported and updated 
and records with no match. It is now possible to export this 
result to a file.

Change the template without file to import
You can open an import template to review and change field 
mapping and other settings without the use of an input file. 

You can also generate an empty import file in Excel or JSON 
format with the correct headings. 

Change responsible for a template
You can select who is responsible for an import template and 
you can filter the view to see only the import templates for 
which you are responsible.

Enhanced logging possibilities
There are new settings and additional logging possibilities.

• Latest execution – The user who creates and changes 
an import template is saved automatically and you can see 
when and by whom the template was last run.

• Source – For each template you can set the source to be 
written to the system log, for example “Daily update from 
the ERP system” or “Leads from home page”.

• History – For each template you can set if the import 
execution should be logged. If logging is activated, all 
import runs are displayed in a separate tab. You can see 
when it was run and by whom, its execution time and the 
number of records imported. In this tab you can also export 
the log and clear the history.

Improved import via API
The error handling has been extended. 

You can now set transaction time when importing via API.

Data driven CRM
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Move API Report settings and API Details between 
environments
To facilitate roll out you can export settings for API Reports 
and API Details from a test environment and import them to 
production. 

Comprehensive error messages
If there are incorrect values in the meta data, the table, 
column, and type for the incorrect values are displayed in the 
error log. This makes troubleshooting easier.

Support for Azure Key Vault support 
Support for saving settings and configuration in Azure 
Key Vault has been implemented. Azure Key Vault is a 
cloud-based service to enable secure storage for API 
keys, passwords, and certificates. This enables the use of 
ClientID, ClientSecret and Passwords as Key Vault instead 
of environment variables.

Prestanda
Performance have been optimized.

Change responsible for a document template
Du kan välja vem som är ansvarig för en dokumentmall, och 
du kan välja att bara se dokumentmallar som du själv är 
ansvarig för. 

You can select who is responsible for a template and you 
can filter the view to see only the templates for which you are 
responsible.

Prevent password login
It is possible to turn off the possibility to log in using a 
password. This makes login to the system easier and 
increases security.

API client use
It is now possible to have multiple ApiClient in one 
application (ApiMultiClient)

Territory
Icons for Territory
You can set an icon per territory.

Set transaction time
For long running operations it is possible to set a transaction 
time to prevent Time out.

Caesar for Outlook
Enhanced management of inactive users
The management of inactive users has been improved.

Miscellaneous
Document codes and fields directly in the system
Caesar CRM is often integrated with other systems. When 
new fields or codes are added, these often have special 
meaning and functions that need to be documented and 
preferably as close to the source as possible. Additional text 
fields have been added to make it simple to understand what 
a field is used for, its dependencies or expected values.

Improved error handling for API
The error handling when using web API has been extended.



If your want to know more about Caesar CRM 
please contact us on caesarcrm@superoffice.
com, or visit our web site www.caesarcrm.com.

SuperOffice Business Solutions AB is a part of the SuperOffice group. 
We develop, sell and implement Caesar CRM.

www.caesarcrm.com
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